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ABSTRACT

In 1.978, Dr. C.M. -McCully established-the Developmental Skills Committee

recommendations -for the improve-

at Fresno City College, directing it to make

ment of developmental skills instruction and services.

In fulfilling its six

'

objectives, -this committee has,precisel% defined the developmental skills stu,1
dent pmlutation and detailed h.hutane, comprehensive, and coordinated System

of-instruction and services for these students.
.

Tgis prOposal denotes specific

..

.

and 1xtensive curricular and, services changes in prese nt practice.

tit also

I'

iddresses th'e topic's of instructional methodology.; of placement, grading, and
.

,)rogress 0: developmental

.k-illarstlyients; and of credit and credit limitations

applicable to developmentai skiLls classes.

Moreover, the proposal discusses

management, staffing, and 4,1ff development for developmental skills personnel
as well ,p; discussing the means for and method of implementing the comprehensive
ti

,'and coordinated system.
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE DEVELOPMENTAL SKILLS COMMITTEE

.

REGARDING IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION AND SERVICES
FOR DEVELOPMENTAL SKILLS STUDENTS AT FRESNO CITY COLLEGE
I*

I.

Historical Background °

For the past decade, the number of underprepared students. attending our
college has grown perceptibly..

These students lack basic skills in reading,

writing, 'and mathematics and may alioilack sufficient background in social,

physical, and biological sciences, literature, or other areas.

Asthe number

of those underprepared students has increased, so has the college's concern
Aland response.

Some of our staff have questioned the wisdom of recruiting

.students f6r whom we -may not have adequate programs.

we sho!ld be trAng to be All things to'all- people.

Others have asked if
Still others have pointed

the
to poor retention rates in numerous classes and have argued that this is

result of.improper placement, inadequate curriculum, and poor instruction.
The college's efforts to provide students with meaningful courses and
services have ihclled -developing new courses in reading, writing, mathematics,
And study- skills alo well as. supporting Enabler and EOP&S-programs, a compre

hensive Learn'ing ResouCces Center, and assessment and tutorial services.

Despite these efforts--or perhaps because of the Promise 'nherejt in them,-A.
committees (particularly the Retention Committee and the Facqlty Senate) and

individuals have Wided the need for a more-humane, comprehensive, and systematic
method for working with these unprepared students and for better coordination
IIIamong, allariectik: f odakeducational program for them.

Alb

I

V\

.1.

2

In 1918, in response to a recommendation by Dr.

Ellish, Dr. McCully estab-

lished the'Developmental Skills Committee,;, directing it to "undertake the

development of a proposed statement of the committee's 'charge'for consideration
by the College administration.'

Furthermore, the Developmental Sk,ills'Committee

wad to stud- the colle4e's "programs and services related to developmental skills

and to make recommehdations for impro*ment of these programs,and services as
InJiated by the finl'ings of the committee."
By `Li',

1q7,/,the Developmental

Committee, composed of ,counselors,

five-part charge

skills instructors, and management personnel, presented
4

to Dr. McCully.

In summary, the committee recommended that it be reconstituted
r.

I.

develop a definition of the underpreparect student,

2.

inde?ltifv and list current deveLopmeltal skill courses and services,

3.

recommend any new cocirles and services needed for developmental skills

:

4.

5.

develop a position paper rega'rding developmental skills instructional
staff,

develo;, recommendations regarding a grading system and units and
credits fot developmental skills courses.
,

(

gconstituted, the Developmental Skills Committee began immediately to work
(

on the first two parts

its charge while simultaneously con.i!rtering

o

three parts.

A

O

.

4

he othe'r

Although a goodp,start was made by mid-spring, 1980, it.bticameNjear
7

67

,Lhat more than spare' -time effort by committee members was neeessary,to complete
,

the entirw-committee assignment-in a reasonable amount of time.

Consequently,

at the urging of Mr. Al H errera, Ms. Susan Liberty wrote an Instructional Improve-

..,,

411

.
.
ment Grant proposAl for funds to Construct a model for establishing developmental

skills programs.

It was the

inten10

t-of Ms. hiberty, Mr. Herrera, and others who

.

.4

it be constituted in a manner which could allow

Helped write the project that

the process of completing the committee's charge to serve as a
developing a prototype procedural model.

trial run for

The project was aproved'for funding

in the summer of 1980, but for a considerably reduced monetary figure fi-bm whet
As a result, it was necessary to scale down the.original plan.

was requested.

M. Liberty was named project

Project activities began in the fall of 1980.

director, Dr. Ray Cramer, the management coordinator.

The task of carrying out

project 'cork eras placed in the hands of a Project Committee composed of two

reading and writing specialists, Messrs. James Ruston and Charles Irynes; a mathematics speCialist, Mr. James Ross; two. counselors, Messrs. Frank Quintana and
.

.

John Ryska; and Dr. Cramer apd Ms. yiherty, chairpersons.
..

.

.

..

111

prior to establishment

.

of the Project Committee, the idea for such a committee and the proposed member-

ship was suAitted.to the Developmental Skills'Commitee for its consideration
,ind its recommendation as to how these two committees should relate.

It was

decided that the members of the Project Committee would become members of and serve
*

k

as a working committee for the Developmental Skills Committee.

Further, it was

decided that the Developmental Skills Committee would serve in an advise-and-consent
capacity for. the Grant Project Committee in matters pertaining to the Developmental
Skills Committee's charge.

During the year,, the Project Committee has met, when

possible, on a weekly basis, while the Developmental Skills Committee has met on

an average oronce'each month.
The proposal that follows comprises the Developmeneul Skill, f Committee's
recQmmendations to FreqnO"City Colliege for the improvement of .instruction of

unjerpPepared students attending our institution.

8

.
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I

T4.

Scope of Recommendations
A.

The recommendations concern developmental skills students.

It

develop-

mental skills student iS one who either
1.

sco res below the twentieth percentile on either the)reading or
writing .plaement tests in English 1

4

r,

scores b,ow the fTieth percentile on the computation test
111

in math 2
or

has an academic status code of E through N (see appendix 1)

2.

or
3.

B.

ti

has graduated from high school within the preceding three years
with a CPA of less than 2.00

The following assumptions made by the committee affect all subsequent
recommendations:

Budgetary Constraints.

1

The proposals of this. committee must take

.

acount Campus budgetary constraints on the amo unt of new
money available to fund proposed courses and services above the
present level cif funding for currently available courses and
,,er-si,es4ifor-developmental (d.s.) students
2.

Sequential Progression.

The courses of study of a 'developmental

program in general and in each,discipliae in particular should be
stratified according to levels of difficulty so that

-,:dents can

1

English Written 'Expression
.Com arative Guidance and Placement Program:
and Com ar
ive Guidance and R4cement Program: Reading, Educatiodal Testing
Service.

'Comparative Guidance And, Placement Program:
Educational Testing Servic6.

Mathematics Computation,
- Z7)

3

The abbreviation d.s, will be used to-signify the term developmental
skills when this term is used to describe students; courses, or programs.

1

ti

progrets sequentially in a smooth and contiguous , manner from one
.

'1
4 course level to another.

The required achievement that'lead.s to

.1

.placement and advancement should be clearly defined and easy to
10

3.

understand.

Responsibility for the Development'or Revision of Courses.

4

Although the Developmental Skills Committee, through its study
and deliberations, has acquired considerable knowledge about
developmental skills education, the responsibility for develop ,ing

the actual curriculum of new courses belongs to staff members'
teaching in the discipline.

However, because the subject matter

in d.s. education overlaps lines' among disciplinesi,interdisciplinary.

cooperation and involvement should be encouraged to insdre the sound2

ness of a course's curriculum for ther students.
4

1

1

()

-

'sr
6

III, RecoMmendations:
A.

Methodology

Lecture/Laboratory COurses.
recommends that

-Y

The Developmental Skills committee

where possible, d.s. courses be lecture/labora-

tory combinations.

'Studnts for whom these / courses are .proposed

need tcl learn howtct learn in lecture/discussion classes because
1

.oursework at more advanced levels is usually accomplished through
the lecturing process.

However, because they are learning how to

.

learn, these studendlihrso require the directed, supervised study
a faboratory provides.
ittastery L'ear1ing.

B.

The Developmental Skills Committee reApmends that,

where posslble, d.s. cpurses.be taught bythe mastery system; that is,
the material is presented in 'small, discrete, sequential units\with

4el1-defined performance objectives and with progression to'the next
unit or level dependent on meeting perfnrmance objectives.

The

rationale for this recommendation is that d.s. students can not
offOrd to spend time learning how to learn in a trial and'error

fashin. 'Because they are not skilled studepts, they are not -able
to judge accurately their_ performance and determine what thy, need to

know/and to do in order to learn.' When the complex, mass- of what needs
"

be.learned,in a course'is broken into-its small, discrete, sequen,

'

tial components. learning becomes a matter of putting one 'not in front
(04 the other, rather than attempting the hUge broad jump or pole vault

that many poor students feel the process of learning is.
C.

Explicit Deftotation of Content and Objectives of Remedial Classes.

The

.

Developmental Skills Committee recommends that whatever the methodology.
of particular d.s. courses, the content and objectives of each course
,

be clearly spelled out and promulgated for three audiencee.; (1)
or

the

1
tepther of thcourse, (2) the counselor, advisor,,or administrator
who. directs.students inty thesp courses, and (3)'te student who
\,-

needs remediation.
4

.4

1

r.

OP!

4

I.

1.1,

'

r

4
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1V.,.Peclmmendations:

Courses

English

A.

'1/

The Developmental Skills Committee recommends for native

I..

.

gl)eakers, of English two sequential leve,ks:ofstudy in the areas
'

both

reallpg aadwri
I

These

two, levels

should precede

ish

t

and should be, etablishect.bji revisin,g English 50'/56 and 77.

.

(

.

Each revised course should address writing anal reading in such
.

.

f_hat one

3

follows from the other and so that completion of
.

.

tilt; R'eond level off sttidy provideA- ttye s'tudebt with the knowledge and
.

.

The firstlevel should

to enter and be successfuliR English 51.
. ;

by Constriicted around_ the assumption .thlW some students entering the
and,'tnEi seilond should -end at a

course ' will be functionally L.1

'point inhere fli6se whocceSsfullv compietethe course will have at

least.thse minimum competency'necedary in reeding and writing skills to 0

-

,be calcce'Ssful in 'Engl

OThe

_51.

task of determining how the work is broken up and what

vel

of reading and/on writing c6mpetency divides on'e from thd other belongs
,"

,

Art

to' those revising the oourses.

However, toe'ffect this recommendation
di

Jo,

for two levels ol English classes prior'to Engligh 51, the Committee
strongly urges that (1)

dish

l50/56 slid 77 4t4ch'presently stresses

reading pryblems,anhas no rounterpartfor writing problems) be revised

.

to include newly identifl#4 and.uniform'performance objectives for Each
level,'(2) that the revised English 77, Reading RLdineSs, include
writing readiness as well aA reading readiness at this leyel,.and (3)
- the line of deMarcation
.

betw.4 the two'level,iiin terms of difficulty
V,

.

and sophistication-be.set at a point such that establishing
eligibility
.
for the higher level of the two,would also,serve as 4 prerequisite for
equrvalent,leyel courses in 'other disciplines.

,

,

;

1

9

1

In additiion to these two Levels of reading and'wrjring courses,s.

for native speakers of English, the Developmental Skills Committee

recommends the development ofa sequence Of study for StlUdents who
meet both of the, following conditions:

(1) they areAnOt native speakers

of kullish and (2) their limitations in English are such that the" would
.

--NA

The levels should be consecutively

be unable to succeed in English 51.

,
structured, with placement detLined by. scores on the English-as-a-second.

language placement test.

The levels shoUld be stratified in such .a way

.

;
thiut students mastering the highest level of instruction will be eligible

Finally,

for and tfave the skills required for success in English 51.

the number of levels and courses should be sufficiently great in number
so that an average secondary school gradiate who s a non-nativeTpeaker'
,.
.

.

t

.

,

of Enilifth could realistically progresg sequentially in a smooth and ..41t,:

-41W

.

o
continuous manner from one .level'of 'difficulty and sophistication to
.

..,

,

the next Higher level.

The Developmental Skills Committee recommends the developmepro
t

a laboratory-based, _prescriptive-system of learning skills modules in

and.writing,to supplement rnstructioa in the study of English.
'

Odules are intended for a variety of students who need supplementary
..
,

)

.

study to progress.

For example, functionally illiterate students often

,progress too. slowly to persist in their 'classes. Other students may need
so

st fismall amount; of review to be ready to enroll in courses at a more

,advanced level.

Still others are willing to expend the time and effort

necessary to make.tlp_a deficiency if they are allowed to progress'at
their own rate.

Each module should containAiessons and materials

.
---.

-

.

-...

-

.

encompassing a w4de range in levels of difficulty and sophistication

with this rage clearly sequential in.terms of the knowled

14

and skill

et

s,

10

0
required to meet

ctives.

Examples of possible modules in writing

skifl development include spellini, diction and.vocabulary, grammar'
and usage, sentence syntax, sentence combining, and paragraph structure
and organization.

Examples in reading sk,f1.1 development include using

contextclues, locating main ideas, deteimining sequence, and drawing
conclusions.

These modules should be considered an adjunct to d.s.

(lasses A4.6be designed so that a student's specifically diagnosed
weakness in an area of reading or writing can be remediated by instructor.

sunervised, self-paced,
4.
I-

lidependent'study.

When numbers permit and Where it

is reasonable and consistent

with good pedagogical practice to do so, the Developmental SkAls.
Committee recommends that special-emphasis sectionsicontiaue to be
offered for groups of students with common backgrounds.

*

These, section

should he taught by people who have had training for working with these
groups.. Examples of-special section classes are (1) English-as-a-

..

.

second-language courses for s'Iudents having'Spanish as a first language
v

and (2) a beginning level course primarily for native speakers who have
1Pirning disabilities.

In'no case, howeveti should Oe standards of

achievement for students'in these courses be different from those.. in
their non-specialized counterparts.
R.

Mathematics

The Developmental Ski is Committee recommends adding

the

current MathsZO an open 1! r /exit, laboratory based, prescriptive
component of supervised

ractice to be required for all students not

makin_g_ satisfactory progress.

This component should be tied to Math 70

In such a way,that units of credit received for Math 70 are _contingent

upon fulfilling prescribed study and practice requirements.
AlthOugh the Developmental Skills Committee believes that the

15

Ji

11

11,47tier'

demrtmlmit and instructors are the ones who should determine the

criterilird the meChod'of implementing this requirement, the Committee
.

strongly

p*ts

Are .development of this component for those students in
L--

kiath 70 who are -So,poprly motivated, so frustrated and discouraged, or
9

so gl..werely deficient' that withdrawal from the class is probable.
.

C.

R4diness Courses
.
.

.

0

.

.

'

.

The Developmental Skills Committee firmly believes that in order
7

4

for this institution to.ihcrease.its success in retaining 4.s. students

and'pneparini them for college-level work, all disciplines need to
c,ntribute to the effort.

To hold English or mathematics instructors

ancl departments entirely responsible ior the tavelopment of reading,

Writing, arecomputing cowerency, so that underprepared students must
overcome their deficiencies with only intensive study in English or
mathematics classes, is to burden these instructors and students with
.unreallstic expectations and with bleak prospects for success.

Further-

more, because unrierprepared students are handicapped by inadequate reading,
P

writing, and computing skills, the

also are generally handicapped by

having little knowledge or background in the social, phypical or biological
cit'Ances or in literaClre, business, or other areas of college study.

This lack of background impedes their success in learning in college
courses in these areas, eft after their English a;---i'math deficiencies
014
10

ire remediated.- And certainly for students who are in the piocess of

overro ing reading, writing, andscomputing deficiencies, college courses
-s;

which rely po any significant degree on the ate of these skills are
inappropriate.

The Developmental Skills Committee, therefore, recommends the
development' bf readiness courses in each division.

The instructiona

phitertal andJrequirements for successful completion in theseOurses
,Or

should by consistent with,d.s. student ability.

That is, reading, writing,

12
,,

studvnts
and` computinyL required, in ties, e courses should be such that
0,

,
who are eligtble
for only -our present English 50/56 and Math 70
--,--- ----

courses could'perfr.orm 'tasks in a readiness course wiihout working

at hillbfryst,iation levels and tcw levels of understanding.

These

%

readiness courses should stress the specialized vocabulary and the
methc-)cs, ot thinking and working in that subject as well as key

introductory concepts.

The courses should teach students how to;bse

equipment and materials typically used in' the area of study.

Most

important, these readiness courses should teach students howto read,
write, take notes, study, and learn in the subj'ct area.
The Developmental Skills Committee suggests the following as
example,:: for tine divisions/departments.and the institution to consider:
1.

t

Science Readiness

Because laboratory science courses are difficult requirements

411

for many students, because biologY'and chemistry'Courses are

t

requirements for entry into or

for study in health care

programs which Ire attractive to many underprepated students,,,
and becoluse these students are frequentl

Ondicapped by

..,
h av ilig

had no laboratory science educ'ation prior.to coming to

College, the Develpmentai Skills Committee suggests

Fresno
/

the development of a biology readiness course and a chemistry
readiness course.
2.

Health Careers Readiness

The health field encompasses nmerous career opportunities,
the majority of them (respiratory therapist, for example) being
career possibilities of which.Many underprepared students are
eunaware.

Moreover, the demand for health care professionals

frequently outstrips the supply, so study in this area.-4s

1

17

.,

1.3-

i

to

0

highly attract

,

slisadvantaged students as well as to

agencies such as C:E.T.A C .W.E:T..1,
A
and the.Departmentof Rehabilitation.

Because the number of underprepared'

students among these disadvantaged-students isr'signifIcant,

the Developmental Skills, Committee suggests a healthcareers
-AP

readiness course which, in addition to teaching requisite
learning skills for successful entry into health to veer fields,

would use as the subject matter for the teaching of these skills
the expl
3.

ion of career opportunities and requirements.

'Business Readiness

The rationale for business readiness courses is similar to the
-rationales for the health career and 4cience readiness courses
discussed above.

As in the health care field, disadvantaged

'

16.

students are drawn to careers in business.

However, these

students are unawkare ofibusiness career poss ibilities and

requirements or, if aware, ate performing reading, writing,
and computation taqks at an English 50/56 or Math 7G level
-or below.

There fore,

they are sliunerprepare

n basic skills

that they cannot possibly succeed in the technical areas of

beginning

Oh

bookkeepint, accounting, economics, or perhaps even

typing,' usual requirements for careers in busl:tass.
An.

The Developmental Skills Committee; therefore, suggests
the development of courses in accounting readiness and in

economics readiness which treat the subject matter of accounting
'and economics at a level these students carccopewithiand also?

which will develop re,ading, writing, and calculating competencie
*

14
1

iF

The Committee alto suggests the development of a typing course
'specifically for underprepared students in ?hid' the proficiency
in terms of words per minute and the variety of typing tasks
the student is expected to master are scaled down from the
,

requirements of the present introduct6ry typing class.

This

would make possible developmen4 stydy in the spelling,
reading, and writing skills which underpin the abiLity to

N

type well.

Skyline College in San Bruno- would provide a

model for such,a course.
4.

- Social Science 'Readiness

As in the laboratory sciences, many underprepared students
are handicapped by having learned little, if anything, in the
social sciences prior to"coming to F.C.C.

They haVe little

:g

or no base upon which to build.

The specialized vocabularies

and methodology and the typiCal materials and concept tareforeign to their experience.
is underdeveloped.

Their ability to study and learn

Social science readiness courses are

necessary to introduce students to the subject mxtters of
psychology, sociology, anthroporogy, and political science,
,'using materials and assignments that are appropriate for
.

and writing

developmental students in terms of 'reading

proficiency required to perforM and learn

uecessfully.

The

Developmental Skills Committee, therefore, suggests the
4
#

development of social science readiness courses.
.

5.

Technical freer. Readiness

As with business and health arts, the technical/industrial
division of the college pre'sents a number of attractive career
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flossibilities for disadvantaged students.

b.
V

However,,many

of these. students are so4underprepared in reading, writing,
f
\
and computing skills. that the goal of successful program

j

completion leading to lob placement in the technicalindustrial
fields evades them.

They are handicapped in developing

technical skill and competency because they lack the requisite
communication and calculation skills and competencies.

These

students are further handicapped by two major areas of constraint:
(L) class schedules that allow little or no time for remediation
Ak

4

once they embark on the roads leading to certificates and (2)
.

.

1rpersonal, constraints that seve

ly mitigate against su cessful

remediation,prior to embarking on that road.

For example, if

the student cannot start and succeed in the automotive program

immeditelv, he/she does not want to attend F.C.C.
Given these two major constraints, the Developmental Skills
Committee suggests for courses in such areas as automotive,
elettticitv and electronics, police and fire 'sciences; drafting,

architecture, and building construction technolog)c, the addition
of an oneA entry /exit, laboratory-based, prescriptive component,

for individualized. mastery learning ofski/ls to
be required fox all Students not making satisfactory progress.
As with the recommendation above, concerning the additibn of
such a 'Component for Math 70, the task of determinng the
criteria and the method of implementing -this requirement
belongs to the,division, depa'r'tments, and instructors; however,

the Developmental Skills Committee'does suggest not only

x

developing this comnonent, but also tying this component to
courses in such a way that units ,of crejiit received for an

.
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leetrontc's course, for exaMPie,"'would be contingent upon the
.

-

student's fulfilling the -prescri-ption in this component when

it is reauired.

The, Covihittee furthdr suggests that the subject
.

matter used in this'coMponent to develop reading, writing, and
calculating skills be drawn from the discipline area represented
1

by the student's vocational program.
6.

Humanities Readiness
Underpr-epared and/or disadvantaged students frequently

have had little or no meaningful experience with art; music,
dance, drama, or literature.

Often any experience that they

hIve had has been negative and h,as been associated with the
teachirt

of English, about which many sav,-"English was My

worst subject."

-Thus, the Detrelopmental Skills Committee

'suggests the development of a humanities exploratory course

to deyelopthe student's general appreciation of the expressive
and interpretive arts and to increase visual and auditory\

literacy.

Such a course could emphasize experiencinAthe arts

(by attending exhibits, concerts, or staged performances, for
example) and 'comparing media"Tol expression.

(

Folk arts and

popular culture could also be incorporate'As long As negative
evaluation of their cultural worth (Ides not negate the. value

of expression in these forms, too/
It'

I

Reading and writing

renuirements should be such thatEnglish 50/56 students could,
reasonably be expected to meet them' successfully.

D.

Guidance Cogrses
In its investigation) regarding d.. students, the DevelopMental

Skills Committee agreed early in its deliberations on a definition of
the d.s. student, in which the second part:lienotes that a d.s. student
'."
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{1

one who "lacks the psyChological and emotional characteristics
necessary for success in college. "1

Although the Committee thinks that

its recommendations above, concerning English; mathematics, and readiness
courses are necessary, the Committee affirms that these kinds'of courses
alone. are-not sufficient.

In its analysis of.coUrs'es currently, offered by F.C.C. that may be

appropriate for d.s. students, the Committee determined that portions,
.if not the entirety, of the following courses dO address themselves oto

the problems posed by d.s. students vho lack the psychological or
emotional characteristics necessary for'success:.

Developmental Services 59,
Differential Learning Diagnosis;
Developmental Services 61,
AcademiC Survival;
Developmental Services 65,
Individualized Instructional Problems;
Home EcanOmics 71,
Interpersonal Life Skills;
Home'Economics 72,
Consumer Life Skills;
Guidance Studies 50,
Collea Survival Skills.

A-

The Committee also determined th,,t the subjeCt matters of Guidance

Studies 51, Career Planning; Guidance $tudies 52, College Stuffy Skill;
and Guidance Studies 53 AB, Group Dynamics and Self-Understanding, are
definitely appropriate for d.s students.

However, these courses, as

currently taught, usvally have implied skills prerequisites in reading
and writing that exceed the.ability level of d.s. students.

r
p.

.1Appendix 2, "The Underprepared Student:
A Profile/Definition,"
1. Pages 3-4 specify these psvchologicarand emotional characteristics

in detail.

22
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i

The Developmental Skills Committee tRerefore recommdnds the

/

-

a

development of orientation and guidance courses specifically for d.s.
/

students.

The instructional material and reouiremAts for successful

Air

completion in these courses should.begconsistent with d.s. student
.

abilities.

.

The areas of study to be developed"should include career

I

....Anlanning, study skills, group dvna,ics and self-undersCanding, 'attiwde

adjustment, 1Zalues clarification, goal setting, orientation to college

d campus life, and other areas of study that will assist d.s. students

.....,

i

to overcome deficiencies that impair thein successful performance.

.
I

/

.\

I

f
1

.1

p
2.

J)

'
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V.

Recommendations:
A.

Placement of Students in Courses

Student Assessment Service

I

Examination of the services provided by F.C.C. for it's students

(see Appendix 3; "Narrative Description of Currently Offered gerkices
tor the Underprepared Student") reveals ah extensive range of necessary
services for developmental students.

However,' conspicuously misaing from

this list is a comprehensive program of assessment that can permit early
identification of high risk studeMe) thus al,lt.ng pre- crisis intervention,
rather than relying on crisis intieruention:

*institution does not assess students.

This is not to say that the

We recently began to require

placement testing for all students desiring to take designated English/
or math courses.

Also, we have in-depth assessment for all Enabler.

students and for any gtudent referred to Enabler Services for testing,
Ig

4

as well as interest/ and aptitUde testing for career counseling for students
who enroll

in guidance.studies clagses, who go to the Career Center, or

11/4

who consuls with Enablers.

While acknowledging this capability, the consensus of the Developmental
4

Skills Committee is that all too frequently the d.s. student population
has been underserved, in that too few are actually assessed in any one
of these three ways.

Faculty and students alike have'a low level of

awareness of our capability to .assess

Many 'of us on the

0

Developmental Skills Committee, for example, have only .,-.ry general and

(ague knowledge about what batteries'of-tests are available; who gives
. and

interprets them; how, when, where and for whom OA function is

performed; what circumstances indicate that referral for testing is
necessary; and how the findings are used and disseminated to benefit the
person being tested.

In order to serve d.s. students more effectively, the Committee

7
thinks that a highdvisible, more readily usable assessment program is

24
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necessary., In addition to accomplishing, the obvious goal of early
identification of d.-s. students so that they are placed iaclasseS
consistent with their abildtpies and

efests, the Committee believes

that modification of our Present assessment e

its could also accomplish

the following desirable outcomes:.
1.

2:

3.

4.

all staff, in general,_apd instructors, in particular, couldP
be informed ancloaware of this service and 'the circumstances
that:would indicate the need for assessment;
the process for making a referral or_for self-referral would
be simple and easy to effect;
the testing process, including interpretation and evaluation
of results, would, in the majority of cases, require a short
time span and thus provide quick, and ready information for
advising most students;

the public would know that people attenng F.C.C. can learn
about their interests and abilities and can be assisted in
setting or modifying academic and career goals consistent
with these iptewests and abilities and in'cletermining whatcourse of study should be pursuedto reach these goals.

Toward this end, the Developmental Skills Committee, recommends

that serious consideration be given to the development of a highly
visible, readily. usable assessment program.

Specifically, the
A

Committee recommends that all assessment aCtivities, whether placement
F
testing, career inte,resr and aptitude testing, or in-dtpth diagnostic

Itsring, initiate from a single, centrally accessible location,
preferably in the Student Services area.

Moreover, in order to provide the needed coordination among the
various component's of such an assessment program and to insure
,e;:fficient and effectiveservice for the students for whom this service

.4' Ls offered, and for instructors, counseloYs, and support staff for

whom the data is necessary to better advise and counsel students,
the Developmental Skills Committee recommends teat one person be
charged with overseeing all aspects of assessment and that sufficient

25
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stdt fbe Sva ilable so that testing services could be obtained Monday
throug -h Thursday betweez9:00 a.m. and,8:00 p.m. and on Friday from
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Furthermore, theCommittee'reqomAnds the.investfgatfon.of the
availabilit_y_of. categorical funds to support such an Assessment
prolit:Am.

4

4

In partiCuiar, the possibility of using AB 2670 funds for

.sup.porting the major portion of an assessment program as well as
_/
providing support services for handicapped° and learning disabled.
students should be 'considered.
-(

Finally, in order to document The`legitimate use of cate'gotical

funds and in order to insure timely and adequate dissemination of
test results for maximum benqfiC to students and staff,

t1(4a

Committee

recommends the development of audit procedures for tracking both
funds and student placement recommendations.

4

f-

""P411.

4

I-
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Placement Testing fo4 r CoursCourse; 5nrollment,

The 13eveloptental1Skilts

ommittee belieyes that all students

should 'be plac ed in classes that are consistent with their level of
4`.

ability to performand learn and should be required -todfremediate
*0

reading, writing, and /or calculating skill deficiencies that deter
-let

.

,

/,

.

succes-sful pursuit o f their educational objectives and'gols at
...

college.

1

An ideal placement testing program would accurately..a4less

'kill level& and enable us to place students in classes. consistent
*

with their abilities, skills, and interests.

V

However, many variables

inherent in testing, 'teaching, and learning mitigate ,against totally

4. accurate prediction of, student success in courses which may be

required to remedi4te deficieyies.

Thus, any process which attempts

.
to elavtudents in such classes is fraught wj.th difficulty and
subject to ertor and, therefore,

criLAsm.
ik

Despite the inherent problems, the campus has implemented a
,

-

placement testiag program. .In thIA program'students-must meet score.*
'prerequisites to establish eligibility to enroll in desigtated
-English or math courses.

Wit

the new on-line computerizes registration
.

.

system to be effected this summer, our ability ta insure that these
- prerequisites are fulfilled will be ipereased.
.

esting system is not-sufficiento pr

dlacemegt

However, our present

,

d s.

tudents

.,

.,....

from enrolling in cla'sses that require skills far beyond their level of

compeiedy,

q

4

Early' dentification of de'ficiencies is necessary for pre-crisis
.

,intervehtion ins

ad of-relying on post-crisis intervention.

It would

...
4111

be ideal to have all new students tested.
4v

However, constraints posed

by.off-campus classes, by part-rtY4e studenti, and by increasing financial

restraints are such that the Committee cannot recommend that every new
student be assessed.,

2:7
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.

u view of these c onsiderations, the Developmental Skills Committee
recommends that all students enrolling in seven or more units for the
first time be assessed.

Moreover, '6he progreseMbation systento be effected in the
1981-82 academic year works 'in such a way the the fewer units attempted
the greater the danger that- students who withdraw will become subject'
to progress probation.

Therefo're,,the Committee recommends that any °N

student enrolling in fewer than seven units' be required to provide

evidence of fulfillment of skill prerepisites for these courses which 0
specifically require them; placement test Scores should be used as one
41
'

means of determining the eligibility to enroll.
--

Furthermore, for,thoie studentp'whe aredenied enro/;lent by'
placement test procdduresr rhea committee recommends that a review.

°proces, be developed by whish'stliaeeti9"may petition to have test
score, placement# requirements waived

f

i process would take: into account factors ,other than test results

factors which would be evaluated to determinestuderitaL
for success in the desired"class(es).

chance

This review should be conducted

by faculty qualified ttr,-make these Itinds;of judgments.

Also the

process shOuld provide' the neans-,,,C0 ?valuate the validity and

-0.

1

mi
_

.

.

.

reliabilitynf profpssionajudgment when that, rather than test scores,
.

..e

determines placement.
C.

Application .of ?ciurge Prerequisites

'Students who lack the necessary basic skills required for Success
din college -level work are frequently confronted with assignments and

r
materials that demand reading, writing, or calculati,pg skills which ft

greatly exceed their ability to perform. _Obviously, the resulting

1

24

frustration is, in the course. f time, both debilitating and counterproductive; 'The Developmental Skills Committee thinks that this

frustration anedisillUsionmelt contributes significantly to the
high rate of student withdrawal not only from individual classes

0
but also from the college, at least for the duration of the semester.

4
The use of implied -skills prerequisite; currently in effect for
many courses.fn-1e-ur curriculum is not functioning aquately.~`

Significant numbers of students enroll in classes that are 'inconsistent

with and inappropriate for,their abilities to perform with any
reasonable expectations of success.

To deter si:s. ,students from

foundering in such courses, the Developmental Skillshommittee thinks
IF,

that students should be informed of skills prerequisites.

That is;

the Committee ages that determining the necessary_skills level to
level in terms

perform successfully in a course and Specifying thi

Of corresponding English or math course eligibility prerequisites is
appropriate for those courses which rely to a susbtantial degree on
reading, writing, and/or 'calculation.

However, the Committee also

strongly affirms that the.applicAtion Of any skills prerequisites
should be'determined by theilliVeructors in a department or divisibn and

be subject'tO the usual campus approval process.
Skills Committee, therefore, recommends, for

The Developme.n

all courses pith implied skills vrerequisites, a system of denoting
.

levels of sequentially diffitult categories of courses.

These

V

category levels would

defined by their relationship Oo th%ladder

---

.

.

of skills level 4nherent in corresponding English or mathematics
course

The level one category would contain all courses appropriate

for studpcits with minimal ability and skill in reading, writing:or
arithmetic.

The level two Category would contain all readiness courses

and other courses appropriate for students whose reading, writing, or

29
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\I

arithmetic abi ities do not qualify them for placement in the next
.

higher category, that is, the level that would include English 51,
Math 50, and other courses that meet graduation requirements.
,

The

following chart, using present courses as possible examples only,
illustrates the concept being recommended:

,

$

'Level 1
(d.s. level)

English
Eligibility
Equivalent

Math
Eligibility
Equivalent

English 77

math 70

Example Courses

Developmental
Services 65
a

Level

s

2

(d.s. level)

English 50/56

Math 70

.

Readiness Courses
Guidance Studies 50
Home Economics 71, 72

Level 3
Eriglish 5I

English A

Math 27A, 50
General Office 53
Industrial
Education 60A

Guidance Studies 51,
52, 53AB
Political Science 60

Math 40
Math 5A

Biology 1
Chemistry IA
History Il, 12

Level 4

English IA

0'

Furthe mote, the Committee recommends, for all courses relying to

''r
.0

a substantial extent on reading writing, or calculating, that skills
.,

,

prerequisites be denoted and phased in with the placement testing

prokram,during a period oftwo to three years.

30
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In addition, because the use of placement test scores as the sole
means of determining the fulfillment of such skills prerequisites would
b unduly_ cumbersome.and'expensive, the Committee recommends that this
skill prerequisites system also include the use of previous courses
completed with a grade of "C" or better as a-means to establish
eligibility for entry to courses.

Finally, the Committee recommends continual evaluation of the
placement testing program for the purpose of making needed adjustments

to prerequisite scoresor for modifying the procedures being used.

AO*

7
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VI.

RecommendatiOns:i Student Prowess

1
A.

Counseling Component

Early identification of d.s. students; together with Providing appropriate
instruction for these students, should enable F.C.T. to work more effectively
with students",who are handicapped by skill deficiencies.

However, the

Developmental Skills Committee is cognizant of the wide range of abilities
and aptitudes inherent'in the d.s. student population and of the many other
factors that influence learning.,
Among the population of d.s. students are those who, though beginning
their studies at F.C.C. at the lowest level, are capable of acquirimg the
necessav, skills to succeed at that level and progress to the next higher

level i.e., these students would be able to progress from level one or twoClasses (d.s. level) to-level three classes within one or two semesters.
'However",1 other d.s. students, despite our best efforts, are incapable of

mastering the requisite skillstto progress to-the next higher level, even
after three or four semesters of d.s.-courses.
In order to improve thecolleRe's ability 'to assfst students who have
,

difficulty progressing at a reasonable, rate and to serve d.s. student4,more

appropriately and,cotsistentiv than we do now, the Developmental Skills
'Committee recommends the adoption of a required counseling component.
This. required.counse ing component should be effected for all d.s.
JI

studefits 444 are not making sufficient nropress in a d.s. course to master

the course's objectives within, the semester or who do not qualify to progress

to the next higher level of courses at the end of the semester, Moreover,
t_

this requirement for counseling should be enforced by denying a student for
whom the requirement is sptcified the right to further enrollment until the'
.1.
'

student evidenceS "good faith" in meeting this counseling requirement.

32
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Furthermore, because the pUrpose of this component is to assist students
to progress, tti6-iequired counseling should be performed by staff qualified
add skilled in (1) determining the need for further assessment, (2) analyzing

(

,

and interpreting test and interview data, (3) directing students to appropriate
supplemental and support activities' and resources, (4) evaluating student

progress in the fulfillment of recommendations, (5) assessing the effectiveness

a

of the recommendations being prescribed to assist students, and (6) counseling
students so that productive behavior is elicited and enhanced and counterproductive behavior is discouraged.
B.

Progress Probation

In discussions of issues and problems that arise as.a Yesult of the /
community college open-door policy, faculty and staff frequently refer to

.1

the student's "right to fail."

Frequently recognized, also, is the-fact ---

that in grantingthe right to fail, the college's open.door often functions
as a revolving one for a sivdificant number of students who are not.,
ma.

prepared for college-lev61 worki.`Thy Developmental Skills Committee believes
that arevolving door anjproSch ill serves the. students,, the college, and the

community, not only because of its monetary.cost but also because of its
ti

damage to student, faculty, and institutional self-esteem.
(

1

The recommendations of the Developmental Skills Cqmmittee are the

re4ult of that Committee's conviction that, while our college grants our

1

9
students the right to fail, the institution also needs to take reasonable
steps to assist the many underprepared students who enter this college'
open-door.

Thus, the model that we are recgmmending.doe9 not close the

open door at the point of admission, but(it does control entry to designated
classes.

However, the problem of repeated failure to progress must also be

addressed becauses student's repeated failure'to progress in this recommended
9

system signals quite clearly that this institution's reasonable effoirts,to

33
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remediate skills deFiciert(ies are not succeeding!.

Instead of allowing a

perpetual right to fail, the Committee thinks that at

one point we would

better serve students by refusing further enrollment and, when appropriate,
%P.

by referring them to other agencies better able toiserve their needs.
addition to the adoption of. the component of required counseling,

the DevelopMental Skills Committee recommends rat d.s, students who complete
a second semester of study without achieving progression to"the next Higher
level o.f classes be subject to progress probation procedures.

One approach suggested b'! tie Copmittee for consideration as a means

to implement this recommendation would be to adopt a progress probation
el

system that includes the grades of "D" and "F" in the calculation of

p4Pcentae of units not completed.

Such a progress probation system,

utilizing all "D", "F",'"W", "WU", "NP", and "I' gradeS to determine the
*,d

percentage of units not complete?, would demonstrate progress more accurately
and wo.ild, as a result, give the college the means to disqualify students

whp thus prove unable to benefit adequately from the instruction and
services provided by the college.

f

.11

S
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VII. ',Recommendations:
Courses
A.

Credit and Credit Limitations for Developmental Skills

Untts of Credit for Developmental. ,Skills Courses

The issue of granting }snits of Credit for remedial Study is differentiated at one end by the need .on ire part of the faculty and adminfnktration

to protect academic and institutional integrity and at the other end 'by the

need of a significant number of student for financial aid which is available
only if a student, is enro

that the aid is awarded.

d'in a designated number of units each semester
This issue generally exerts a devisive and

Polarizing influence in discussions of units for remedial courses because
both of these needs are'iMportant and defensible.
Traditionally, college courses 4te allotted units of credit according
to the average time spent on classwork. ,For a lecture class where a student
is traditionally expected to spend two hours in preparation and learning
outside of-class for each hvurLof claSsroom instruction, 16 to 18 in-class
hours per semester generate one unit of credit.

For laboratory classes,

the majority of the work'occurs in the laboratory; i.e., an instructor
supervises student practice and application of tbknretical knowledge with
minimal demands for preparation anci_learning outside the lab class.

In

this instance every 48 to 54 hours of instruction generate one unit of
credit.

Many instructors believe that credit should be based, at least in part,

on the level of 40istication of course content.

On the other hand, the

amount of time and effort reouiled for successful leani-ing in a class,

rather than the level'of.sophistication of the content, is the measure of
"aca4linic rigor" from the student's point of view.

Moreover, this definition

is supported by the traditional formula for unit determination.

'35
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.
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N
considerations a,bout academic and institutional integrity, about academic

rigor, and about the necessity for students.to be enrolled in creditbearing
classes to be eligible for financial aid provide the basis'fot'the Committee's
'recommendation.

The Developmental Skills Committee recommends that an appropiiate
number of elective units of credit be accorded each d.s. course and, that

the number of units be assigned in the traditional way.
B.

Limitati.wls on Units, for Delelopmental Skills Study

At the presenttime, graduation from F.C.C. withan &A/AS degree
requires that a student complete a minimum of sixty units with a 2.00 CFA
in a pattern of stud,/ characterized by the following parameters:
.

1.

a minimum of 29 units An a maior,

2.

a minimum of 15 units from desipnated"courses in,the Oneral
education corkareas of science, social' science, humanities
and learning srills,

3.

a minimum of2 units in physical education,

4.

aminimum of 2 units in health education, and

5.

a minimum of 3-units...in-government.

.

)

Additionally, a student must demonstrate mathematics and English proficiency,

either by 'achieving a designated score on the plicemT tests or by completing
a designated English or mathematics course.

Fcr most students who eo not_

meet these two competency requirements by testing, a minimum of six additional

units would be required Moreover, the newly adopted speech compe

cy

requirement will add'.W6 additional three Units to the load of required
courses for most students. . Thus, 51 of the 60 urdtp required for graduation

are in designated course work, leaving'a maximum, of nine units for electives

for all students who must demonstrate math, Engli h, and speech profiency

by course comrletion.rather than by desipnated.t st results..
No developmental skills course ig included in the "51'unit packages of

36
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a

)

designated course, but any course, including developmental skills courses,

can be coud as an elective

The effect for most students is that a

maximum of aline units'of remedial/developmental skills course work can be

used for graduation.

The Developmental Skills Committee recommInds that all d.s. courses
be categorized as electives arid that a maximum of nine'units of these

elective units may apply toward the sixty units needed for graduation.

37
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VIII.

Recommendations:
A.

Developmental Skills Program Personnel

The Need for a Systematically Coordinated Program
ilication of the definition of a devel mental skills student (see
Application
'r

page 4).. in the 1980 fall semester revealed that of the 71 percent of

full-time freshman students tested in English, 36 percent did nbt qualify'
for English

l or IA and qualified only for English 50/56 AB or 77.

Moreover, this analysis of placement test data also revealed that 30
percent of the students tested qualified only for Math 70 or _70L.

]tn

addition, analysis of academic status code datd revealed that approximately 500 students required special counseling because of poor high
school grades and 1696 students (spring 1981 data) were on E through N
academic' probation status.
14/

For this significant number of students who lack the necessary skills
required for successful learning in college-level work, counselors and
instructors experienced in working with d.s. students report that they, also

frequently lack motivation, favorable self-esteem, and specific goals.
These students, therefore, are easily frustrated and disillusioned, and,
Or

.consequently, frequently fail to persist in courses of study, thus
*

contributing to the college's_attriticn rate.

'In its investigation regarding d.s. studfits, the Developmental Skills
Committee recognized that much of the frustration which led to the establishment of the Committee lay in the large number of d.s. students and

the expense of supportpg current efforts of questiouab/r-afectiveness'
in'light of high Attrition.

The preceding sections of the Committee's recommendations denote the
components of a humane and comprehensive program of instruction and services

for that ov-third of our entering students who are not prepared for college-

36
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level courses requiring basic academic skills. .Briefly summarized, these
recommendations include the following:
-"Nr

1.

required assessment to identify d,s. students;

2.

restricted enrollment in courses relying to a significant extent
on reading, writing, or mathematics skills;

3.

required placement in designed courses to remediate skill
deficiencies;

4%

.

development and implementation of two sequential levels of d.s.
course instruction in English reading and writing skills for
native speakersof English;
development and implementation of sequential levels of d.s.
course instruction it English skills for students witt limited
English ability because their native language is not English
(i.e. levels of courses in English as a second language);

6.

development and implementatioi of a supervised laboratory
component as an adjunct to Math 70;

7.

development and imilementation.df readiness courses to be taught
in each division;

8.

development and implementation of appropriate guidance courses .
for d.s. students;

9.

development and implementation'of required counseling for d.s.
students not making satisfactory progress in a course or in the
d.s. program;

10.

implementation of progress probation and disqualification
procedures for d.s. students whose prOgress is unsatisfactory.

Implied in these recommendations is a,commitment to the telief that
d.s. student education is' well-served by an approach that is multidisciplinary and menterdistiplimary, an approach requirimg,responsibility

shared by ma y instructional-and service areas of our college.
of personnel

In terms

orthiyomprehensive d.s. program, this approach wquld mean

that Student Services should continue to 14,e -primarily responsible for_the

.assessment, placement, counseling, and progress components and that the,.

Office of Instruction through its divisions should be responsible for
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instructional components.

Specifically, the Humanities Division should

be responsible for the recommended English and suggested humanities
readiness courses, the MSE Division for the recommended Math 7Q Laboratory and for suggested biology or chemtstry readiness courses, Social
","

Science, Business, T & I, and Health Arts and Sciences Divisiohs for the
recommended readiness courses in those areas.

Hdever, in addition to recognizing the value of a multidisciplinary,
interdisc .Ainary approach; the Committee also recognized farly in its
deliberations that much of the existing frustration and lack of success
is attributable to insufficient systematic coordination of present efforts'.

Consequently, the Committee believes'that in order to serve the diverse
needs of d.s. students more effectively with this comprehensive program,
,a systematic, formalized coordination of efforts is necessary.

Thus, in addition to the components required for a humane and compre'-'hensive program for.d.s. students, the Developmental Skills Committee

recommends that these components be integrated to comprise d well coordinated system of instruction and services for d.s. students.
To achieve'this coordinated system, the Committee urges implementation,
of the

proposlj4low regarding managmen and staff.
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Stifflbomponents of a Systematically Coordinalpl Developmental Skills
Program
r
.

In its thinking abbut the need for a systematically coordinated,

peogram, the Develbpmental Skills Committee envisioned what such a program.
would look like yhen imOiemented comprehensively, given, the constraints'
posed by budget, facilities, and divisfqnal qtganiiation strucitire.,
-

_a

The Camwittee sees as feasible a program led by a director-who has

direct and/or coordinating responsibility for 411 the.components listed
abbve.

The Committee also envisions this program king implemented by'

.

.

instructors, counselors, paraprofessionals, and student aides working

0

in and through division, counseling, or learning resources assignments
,

in the performance.of d.s. Prdgraul duties and responsdalitles.
b
*,
I

The
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Committee also envisions this staff including a developmental reading
specialist, a developmental writing specialist, a developmental mathematics specialist, and a counseling'specialist assigned

ull time to the

ds, program.. Their duties not °illy would include teaching d.s. classes
or acting'at the certificated instructor -of- record for".d.s. laboratory

seCtions'of,clXsses or counseling of

.s. students but also would include

assisting the director and the d.S. stfif.f by providing apprOpriate

traidlng'activities for other staff who are assigned to teach d.s classes
or counsel d.s. students.
s

model .envisioned can best he piCpured briefly by thinking of

.-.

a director responsible for cooidinating all of the components of "treatment:"
The instructor and counselor specfalists' full-time loads would include
.

+

time to function as,resource personnel as well as instructional
.

Or cotInseling'personpel.

Instructors sand counselors assigned to teach

d.s.,program classes or counsel d.s. studelPs would be responsible for,
A

.4

Pah
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diagndsing weaknesses and formulating the "prescriptions" for d.s. classes,
students, and sta/1 to follow. -"The paraprofessionals and/or student

aides, under the direct supervision of instrtors 9r counselors, would
carry out the fulfillment br assist in the fulfillment of the specific
"prescriptions" being applied to remediate d.s. student deficiencies.
An outline of proposed duties and responsibilities for the director,
.

the instructor and counselor specialists, acid the. paraprofessionals follows:

Director

1.

The certificated instructional director of the developmental
skills program .is responsible for coordinating all components of
,

-

the developmental skillsAprogram with supervisory responsibilfy-direct for some, shared for others as indicated below in the
denotation of specific duties and responsibilities--for all

d.s. Fogram'activities and for all professional andclassified
personnel in the d.s.° program components.

These components include:

a.

assessment, placement, counseling, and progress programs and
activities for.d.s. students;

b.

reading, writing, English-as-a-second-language, and
mathematics laboratoiies and courses for d.s. students;

c.

subject-readiness course's for,d.s. students in each
division;

d.

guidance courses for d.s. etudents;,4

e.

tutorial and learning center services and laboratories for
d.s. students.

App

4

The director's%tuties and-responsibilities specifically include
the following:
-

s.

coordinating with associate deans and directors in

I

- developing the budget for d.s. instruction and services,

I

- developing class schedules,
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- identifying staff and facilities assignments,:'

- preparing any'job announcements for personnel whose
assignment would include Lork with d.s. students,
- participating in the screening, interviewing, and
setrfIng process for any new,d.s. staff,

- evaluating personnel assigned toAteach d.s. classes
or laboratories or to counsel d.s. students,
- preparing d.s. course descriptions and revisions in
.;d.s. courses;
b

managing the d.s. program, including
- budget that does not have to be coordinated. through
associate deans or directors,
- course curricula and materials,
- auditing and progress procedures for d:s. student's
which protect the integrity of any categorical
funds that may be used,
-

- program evaluation,
- reports;
c.

managing prescriptive laboratories fir d.s. students;

d.

directing the daveldpment.and supervising and reviewing
the implementation 'of staff development and in-service
training programs for d.s. personnel;

e.

f.

coordinating with i4stitutional personnel in the
application for and administration'of categorical
and/or grant funds to supplement district,outlay for
d.s. program activities;
directing the development and maintenance of course,
service, and program objectives and goals that insure
fulfillment of the purpose(s) of -the program as well -as
insuring that the program is cost,effective;

S
g.

h.

developing and maintaining communications among personnel
and components to insure the cohesiveneSs of the program;

coordinating with others it the development-and maintenance
of a systemiw continual evaluation of the. validity of
the placement testing program;
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i.

serving when.needed as the instructor-of-record for d.s.
laboratory courses or classes;

j.

developing and maintaining a system of audit accounta-bility for attendance, budget, and program integrity
purposes.

Instructor Specialists,

2.

Under the coordinated supervision of the Director of
Developmental Skills and the direct supervision of an Associate
..

.

Dean df Instruction, an instructor specialist's assignment may
include thi teaching of d.s. courses in a division and/or.serving
4

asjihe instructor-of-record for part of the thirty-five hour per
VF si'

wee_

11-time assignment in a d.s. laboratory.

The assignment

Ofrti

definitely includes responsibility for the following duties as

,

p4tiOnf the full-, load:
-' 444

diagnosing students' learning skills, prescribing
programs and materials to remediate skill deficiencies*
and evaluating sfudent progress in d.s. laboratory

a.
41,

ja,
44.

......;.......

-4

'components;

.

developing and implementing mastery learning modules for
d.s. glass or

,

s

C.

preparing instructional and learning assistance materials
and study guides for lab instruction;

d.

submitting pertinent records and reports to the director;

e.

insurtag the maintenance of attendance records; census
rosters; pre- .a9e pest-testing records for lab instruction;

r-

organizing and maintaining instructional and testing
files, laboratory materials end supplies;

,

g.

assigning and. reviewing work of' paraprofessional and
student aide laboratory staff;,

h.

providing recommendations to the director in the areas
of financing, budgeting, staffing and utilizing laboratory faciligtes:
'

i.

developing and implementing appropriate orientation,
staff development, and in-service training activities/
programs for d.s. program personnel.-

4 4'

6
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3.

Counselor Specialist
4

Under the coordinatecesupervision of the DireCtor of Develop-4

mental Skills and the direct supervision of the Associate Dean of
Student Services for Counseling and Guidance, ti:e counselor
specialist's assignment may include duties in the student services
,areas of assessment, placement, placement review, or d.s. required
counseling.

(Sections y and VI of this proposal denote specific

counseling functions to be performed for d.s. students.)

The,

assignment definitely includes responsibility for the following
as part of the full-time load:

assisting in the development and maintenance of a system
for contid)al evaluation of the validity of the placement
testing program:

a.

b.
,

assisting in the development of an accountability system
for counselors assigned d.s. students for required
counseling;

c.

assisting in the developmenT'of a counseling system to
coordinate with the progress probation recommendations
for d.s. students;

d.

insuring the maintenance of counseling records;

e.

providing recommendations to the director in the areas
of
of financing, budgeting, staffing, and utilization
facilities for d.s. counseling activities;
rn

f.

developing and implementing appropriate staffidevelopment
and in-service training activities for all d.s. personnel,
with specific and particular responsibilities in this
Area for the counseling staff assigned to work with d.s.
students.

4.

Laboratory Paraprofessionals
Under the supervision of the Director of Developmental Skills
and the speEific direction of a certificated instructor assigned
to a laboratory, the DevelopmentalSkills'Laboratory Assistant

(a paraprofessional position) assists instructors and students

r

1.1
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by pierforming a variety of authorized instructional duties
and routine clerical tasks.

The duties and responsibilities

include the following:
a.

Assisting instructors in diagnostic and pre- and
post - testing of students;

W.

c.

assisting individual or small groups of students'in
the fulfillment of lab and class prescriptions as
directed by instructors;

organizing study groups of students as needed;

.46
d.

conducting lab orientation sessions and/or tours for
students enrolled in d.s. courses as directed by
instructors;

e.

explaining and implementing staqdard lab procedures;

"11

*f.

explaining lab procedures and giving directions to
lab tutors, under supervision,of a lab or class
ins tructor ;

explaining lab programs, materials, and functions to
students as. requested by d.s. class or lab instructors
or counselors;
h:

adminiateting and scoring tests and reporting test.
results as directed;
%

i.

maintaining,lab attendance records and census rosters
as directed;

j,

maintaining student aide records as directed;

k.

organizing and maintaining lab materials and supplies
as directed; ..

1.

taking inventory of lab equipment, furnishings, and
materials ;
.

m.

ngin4 for
checking lab equipment and materials and
directed.
service, repair, or replacement as needed an
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Means and Method of Implementing the Developmental
Skills Committee's Proposals

IX. Recommendations:

,

A.

Means

In recommending a comprehensive and well coordinated d.s. vstem
of instruction and services for d.s. students, the Developmental Skills

irN

Committee reaffirms the assumption stated on page 4:

"The proposals of

this committee must take into account campus bu4etary constraints on
the amount of new money available to fund proposed courses and services
above the present level of funding for currently available courses hnd
services for d.s. students."

Implied in this assumption is the fact

that the proposed d.s. program must be sypported with little or no
increase in the amount of general operation funds which presently
support instruction and services for d.s, students.
the other hand, the Developmental,Skills Committee affirms that
On the
F.C.C. and the district Must be committed to implementing the proposal

asan integral part of the institution with the majority of the support
of the program coming from general operation funds after it is fully
implemented.

The Committee firmly believes that the cuirent cost' to

support present efforts and a high rate of student attrition justifies
,

budgetary support for developing and. implementing a comprehensive, well
Se

coordinated system to meet more effectively the needs of that onethird
of entering students who are not prepared for college work.

To achieve

implementation without'overtaxing kx budget funds, the Developmental
Skills Committee recommends that its proposed comprehensive and
coordinated _program be financed by using a combination of funds from
11P

three primary sources as specified below.
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1.

nds

Recurring Cate
Develo

-tal Skills Committee antIcipates that- a

large number of d.s. students would; meet the guideline

oiefinitions of at least
.

one of three categoricil fund

sources which are annually available for supporting the
college's erforts to assist these defined students:
the learning disabled definition to justify the
proposed d.s. programs using Enabler funds to
assist these students,
- the disadvantaged definition 'to justify the
proposed d.s. programs using EOP&S funds to
assist these students,

the vocational education-definition to,justify the
use of VEA funds for students in the d.s.

;tram.
Depending upon the funding category guidelinep, funds
from these three sources can be used for:
-"assessing student abilities,

counseling for placement and progress in classes,
purchasing materials,

providing instructional services and/or instructional
support services such as tutoring or career advisement.
To justify the use of categorical funds from these sources
in the development' and implementation of the proposed d.s.

program, two requisites must be met:

first, effective coordi-

nation of the d.s. program witb the present categorically
funded programs and second, establishment of auditing procedures
that identify each d.s'. student'who meets one or more of these
definitions.

Both of these requisites are Provided for in this propfsal.
Moreover, the fact that on occasion the".college has returned

4
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unspent fUnds allocated froin one or more of the categoriCal

fund_sources provides some of the impetus for recommending
that the proposed d.s. program initially be funded in part
from categorical funds made available from these three sources.
However, any use oricategorical funds for implementation of
this prop

'must be done in such a way that the integrity

of categorically funded programs is Maintained.

2.

Grants

Grant funds of limited duration used to fund projects with
specified objectives to be completed during the funded period
are also awilable to support-. parts of. the initial development

and implementation of the'roposed system.

Last year the Developmental Wills Committee applied for
anti received grant funds from the California Community College
Chancello'r's Fund for the Improvement

Instruction to enable

theommiittee to meet- its charge and fulfill its objectives.
Among the activities underWritten by these grant monies this

year are the development 1 this uoposal, 'the initial curriculum
and materials development for some of the proposed courses, and
the investigation and tocurement of some ,instructional materials
appropriate for some of the proposed laboratory classes.' In
general, this gradt is enabling us to Move to the point where
at least parts of this proposal could be ready for pilot testing

beginning in the 1981 fall semester if this proposal is approved.
Moreover, this year the Developmental Skills Commiftee,

working with John Strahl, District Coordinator, Occupa ional
Education, has applied for grant monies from this same fund to

+9
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underwrite partial cost of our continuing curricular development
efforts and to assist in the implementation of other elements
ca5,ained in this proposal in the event that this proposal is
approved.'

In addition, thelMSE Division currently is just past the
midpoint in a National Science Foundation funded project to
develop the math laboratory.

With one more year of funding for

this project, monies from this fund. could also, within the limits

of the NSF grant specifications, be directed to support dev9lopment
and. implementation of some elements of the d.s.
3.

proposal.

Redirection in the Allocation of General Operation Funds
The Developmental Skills Committee is proposing that each
division include in its offerings courses that are appropriate
for d.s. students and identified as d.s. courses.

Thus, d.s.

-course offerings would be a portion of a division's curriculum
and would be allocated funds from that division's budget for
the instruction of these courses in the same manner that general
operating funds are allocated for instruction in, for examplev
English 50/56 AB, an identified d.s. course, in the Humanii4es
Division.
.

Because the applicatian.of course prerequisites in a division
.would direct d.s. stadents'away from enrollment in courses in

which they presently enroll, with little or no chance for success,

and w2914 irect them toward enrollment in d.s. classes in that_
division, logic dictates.that during the tit that this redirection
of students occurs, the W.S.C.H.in,a division will increase in
courses at the d.s. level and decrease in courses at the more
advanced levels.

Also, although it is difficult to be specific
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about magnitude, the Committee anticipates that this redirection
of students to classes with subject matter.they are better able
to master may increase the retention rate.

Thus, besides

increasing the W.S.C.H. accruing from d.s. instruction, the

proposal could increase the district's A.D.A. income.
Thus, the Committee is proposing that, as W.S.C.H. and
A.D.A. derived from d.s. instructiow increase because of the
implementation of thii recommended comprehensive and coordinated
program, a division's staff and resources be adjusted accordingly.
In budgetary terms this redirection in W.S.C.H. should be

accompanied bia redirection of the genial operating funds
supporting a~- division's course offerings.

Another kind of redirec4n of present resources is possible

to provide support from general opera ing fund monies for the
proposed d.s. program,

Embryonic elements embedded in this

proposal, which calls for development of laboratory instruction,
are currently being funded by XX budget funds supporting the
Tutorial Center and Math Laboratory.

Any increases in W.S.C.H.

in these laboratories createrby their personnel working with
more d.s. students for more hours, as a restilt of implementing

more laboratory instruction, justifies the allocation of pro-

portionately increased XX budget monies for such instruction.
At this writing, it is difficult to specify the magnitude of
additional instructional laboratory W.S.C.H. which would accrues
from each of the d.s. instructional components described in this
report mainly because of the uncertainty of how, when, or to
what extent each will be developed.
4a.

However, it is reasonable
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to assume that the Tutorial Center and Math Lab will accrue,
additional W.S.C.H. which, when translated into dollars, rill

o a long Way
components.
,

towards supporting the proposed laboratory-based
Additionally, it is reasonable to assume that a d.s.

director with the necessary time, resources, and responsibility
will be able to substantially increase the laboratory-generated
W.S.C.H.

A computer-assisted enrollment and attendance record-

system, a coordinated student referral procedure, and laboratory based mini-courses ire examples of activities that the d.s.
director could develop to maximize W.S.C.H.,within instructionally sounds conskaints.

The Developmental Skills Committee believes it reasonable
to expect that during the first year of implementation of the
d.s. proposal an additional 550 W.S.C,H. Will be generated from
the aggregate of new and modified laboratory instructional components and the director's coordinating/supervisory effort.

In

terms of teacher - time,, this additional W.S.C.H. would support the

equivalent of one F.T.E. (35 hours per-week) laboratory instructors
or whatever other instructional service is appropriate for or
required by the d.s. program.
With time and experience, the knowledge of Ilcvw to generate

W.S.C.H. should make possible the generation of additional W.S.C.H.

which, when translated into dopars, could also be used to help
support the d.s. program.

Although specifics are difficult to

determine at this point, analysis of the program as proposed here
and knowledge of, what is being done at other colleges lead the
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Committee to conclude that the proposed d.s. program would require little, if any, additional operating budget funds.

In

fact, the Committee believes that full implementation of itA
4'

proposed d.s. program will quite possibly contribute to an
increased institutional W.S.C.H./F.T.E. average.
In summary, the Developmental Skills Committee maintains

thatjdenfication Of the number of A.D.A. units or W.S.C.H.
generated by current d.s. student instructional efforts can be
used to establish the base line of current efforts.

Against

thislbase line, any increase in W.S.C.H. generated from both
currently taught as well as 'proposed d.s. courses would justify

an increased share of general'operation funds to pay. for the
cost of instruction of d.s.

students who are, as a result o

proposed-comprehensivecoordinated d.s. program, directe

away

ffom study in courses at more advanced levels of instruction and

a
toward these courses and services tailored to meet their educational needs more effectively.

Redirection of general operation

fund allocations, supplemented by mottles made available from
V

recurring categorical fund sources or f.rom %grants, would form

thelbasis of the budget for the proposed d.s. program during the
initial three years of the implementation procios.

5 ,3
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B.

Method of Implementing the Proposed Developmental Skills Program
Section VIII and Section IX Part A recognize the financial and
organizational constraints posed by existing operations for implementation
of the proposal.

In this section, the Developmental'Skills Committee

proposes an implementation plan developed in _light of tilde constraints.as

well as those posed by facilities and staff.
e

The Developmental Skills Committe

recommends that a developmental

skills implementation"committee be establishes and chargedwith steering the
three-stage implementation process outlined below.

Furthermore, the Committee recommends that the membership of this
D

D.S. Program Implementation Committee include, but not -Bre limited to, the

Dean of Instruction; the Dean of Student Services, and faculty and
administrative representatives,selected from the current membership of
the Developmental Skills Committee.

In the selection of faculty_and.,

administrative representatives from the current membership of the Deyelopmental Skills Gommittee, strong consideration should be given to including
on this Implementation Committee the administrators of categorica)ly funded
programs which are called'upon to support, in part, the proposal.

Finally, the Developmental Skills Committee recommends that the
duties of this proposed D.S. Program Implementation Committee include the
following:

identify the director ofthe d.s. program who would tuuction as the
executive arm of this committee,
- set the pnitrities-for the implementation process,

- provide the d section necessary to insure that clear lines of
demarcation exist between the duties and responsibilities of the
% proposed director and those of existing tanagers,
develop guidelines afld procedures that -will insure effective
coordination among managers who are called, upollto coordinate and'
that will enable mitigation of any differenCes that may,occur in
the process of coordination,
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m

assist in4khe redirecting of staff-, facilities, and resources -to:
OP
:support the progfam,

4

P 04,

assist,iri theThidentification and/or acquisition of funds .to
the program,
.

rassist

upport

,

the location and assignment of facilities,

i'

- develop the prioritty and justification fokhe' reassignment of
currentstaff, to the 46s. program and for replacements when,ppsitions
become v4cant,
to

- e stataish the specific time,frame for each component aid denote the

particular'activities to be completed in this time frame,

/\
-.
assist in deVeloping andrLintaining t e int rdisiiplinary com4nunications necessary for broad based. cceptane-Mt the program,
-

,

,

t°

1

.
--

\

o.t

)
that progm integi!kty and
ApioVide direction necessary to inst
audit tespons,ibilUy of categoricaf funds and categdriial'Iy.funded
*programs, as weir as the integrity of instructional
fads, is

.

! 'preserved,

o

.

'-

-

7 provide 5ncouragement.and stimulate motivatiO

\

fOr implementing the

cdMponents of the proposed program,

Ill

)
1

-

provide direction necessary to:insure that th
phase -in profess of implementation occurs suc
within the three year period suggested below.

oposed thr -stage,
sTully. and s othly

The three-'stage implementation process sugg ested.by.ehe Committee

quires-

1

a period of three years to achieve full, implementation.

In Arrgrail.. year one

would be,devoteg to ,development oe each component,-yeartwo to the testing.
and., debugging of4he system, and year three to full implementation of tie

entire system andin4tial eval

on of the fully implemented program.

More
A,

specifically, the Committee suggests that the first year Trude identifying
the parts in each component of the proposal to be del.reloped and then de'veloping

.

and vi

t testing key1000,0rtiens of these p,arts1 -The second year ilacides the

develo

ng and pilot testing of any remaining-parts in the component8 of the

progeam.. training ofilitaff, andlipebting the program as a functioning system

in order to optdmize

Functioning. Ouring the third inellinal liplementation

year, the tncire proposed' prog ram Ls 0 be fully operational and would be
Ar

assessed at the en
goals andlibbj ctises.

the year to determ4ne its'effectivencss in meeting its
eis

-) 55
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Among. the tasks ana activities to be initiated and completed during
Stage

i

are the following:

- identifying the director,

111

1

developing and pilot testing selectedadiness courses apd their
crtir.

- revising Englise;/56 and 77. and
- developing and pilot testing selected laboratory -adjuncts to d.s.
classes and the materials needed 114 these lab adjuncts, lb
- developing key portions of the proposgl in' the areas of asseSsment,
placement testing, counseling, and student progress,-

- developing a system of accountability and auditing procedures.
During St i ge 2, the following tasks and activities are among those to

be.completed:

L

-

.

.

.

$.
developing and pflot testing of any remaining elements among all
thesl.s. components in instruction, counseling, and student services,

.- -initiating the expanded placement testing program on a trial basis,

- initiating the establishment of skills prerequisites to be denoted
for-all cOurs4S where such denotation is appropriate,

4

developing,afld implementing the systems for determining the effectiveness
of-.0 he d.f..program and the validity of student placement,

- implementing staff development and training program and activities
0
folmtaff working with
studerits.

d.s:

The last stage of implementation, Stage 3, is, in effect,
year in Which all components of this
operational.

he first

would be fully and systematically

Arming the tasks and activities to be [6erf,med during this

at a g e are the following:

effecting the change from recommended placement for identified d.s.
.
students to required placement,
.

.

t

0

assessing the effectiverrOss and- reliability of the systems for
plaCing and tracking'studecits,
I

assessing the effectiveness and reliability of the systems for
maintaining a
t procedures, fiscal and personnel accountability
data, and comp
nt and program accountability data,

.valuating staff development and training programs and activities
to insure that these efforts are adequate and relevant in accomplishing
the overall goal and specific objectives,

56
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7

implementing the counseling component' required of students who fail to
progress in a course or from one level of d.s. instruction to the next,

- implementitg the procedures to be used in'progress disqualification
leading to dismissal,
..

.

- evaluatirig the program as a whole to insure that both the elements
in each component and,all the components of the program function together as a coordinated system which appropriately and effectively
serves
serves d.s. students.
0 'course,
S'"

the proposed D.S. Program Implementation Committee-will

decide what is implemented and when.. it is implemented.

HoweVer,

With adherence'to.the plan outlined above for implegaenting its proposed
recommendatilons, the tevelopmental Skills Committee is confident that in

three years' time, F.C.C. will provide d.s. students with a humane,

comprehensive, and well coordinated program of instruction and services'
that

is both cost effect

and educationally sound.

57.
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k.

Summary of Reco mendations

41/

t

A.

Scope

Section--T TI

A divelopmental skills student is one who currentl' either

1.

a.

scores below the twentieth percentile oh either the
,reading or writing placement tests in English,
or

scores below the fiftieth percentile on the computation
test in math,
r.

or
b.

has an academic status code of T through N,

a

or
c.

has graduatatfrom high school. within the preceding three
years with a C.P.A. of less than 2.00...

Courses for d.s. students should be stratified according to levels

2:

of difficultv'to enable sequential progress in a smooth and continuo.
,

,manner from one level to thenext.'
3.

The, responsibility for developing curriculum or services recommended

in this proposal belongs to staff members teaching or counseling
in the area affected by specific proposals, but all are ,to.be
.

iencouiaged to seek'interdisciplinary cooperation and involvement
.

*

in the process of development.
Section III:

B.

1.

4

Methodology

D.S. courses should be lecture/labora-tory combinati_-,ns whenever
possible.

2.

D.S. courses should be taught, whenever possible, by the mastery
system.

.

.

.r

41

3. 'Regardless of.methodological variations among d,s. courRes, the
.

..

content and objectives of each d.s. course are to be cleaill.
spelled out and promulgated for three audiences:
.11

(1) the teacher

of the course, (2) the counselor/advisor who directs students into

56-

)11,
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these courses, and (3) the student who needs remediation.
-14

C.

Section IV:
1.

D.S. Cqurse Recommendatidhs

English
a.

For native slieakers of English, two sequential levels of study,
in the areas of reading and writing should be estabitaited by

revising English 50/56 and 77.- Each revised course should
t

address writing and reading remediation in such a way that one

course follows from the other and so that completion of the
second level course provides students with the knowledge and
skill to entei and be successful in English 51.

b.. A series of English courses composed of seggential levels
,ze

should be developed for snip:lents who are not native speakers

of English and whose knowledge of and skill in English is

insufficient for successful study in English.

While not

specifying the exact number of levels, the recommendation calls
for a sufficient number so that both beginning and intermediate

4

students can progress smoothly to the advanced level of usage
required by English 5.1.

c. ,A laboratorv-.based, prescriptive system of learning skills

modules in reading and writing should be developed in order
to supplement instruction in the stuay of English.

r

These

modules should he considered an adjunct to d.s. classes and
should be designed so that a,student:s specifically diagnosed
weakness in an area of reading or writ,ingcan be remediated

by instructor,->pOryisq, self-paced independent study.
d.

Special emphasis. sections (J06, sections of English-as-a-

second-language courses for students whose first language is

4

55

'Spanish or.sections of English 77 for students with learning
disabilities) should continue to be offered for groups of
students with common backgrounds.
2.

Mathematics
An open entry /exit; laboratory based prescriptive component of

supervised practice should be required of all students not making
satisfactory progress in Math 70.

This component should be tied

to Math 70 in.such a way that units of credit received for Math 70
are contingent.upon fulfilling Prescribed study and practice
requillments.
3.

Readiness Courses
,

.

5

'Readiness courses, which concurrently stress learning techniques,

bas c skills, and subject matter information and which use materials
in the discipline area that are at a level of difficult

and

sophistication appropriate for d.s. student abilities, sh8uld be
developed by and taught in each division.

Examples of possible

courses for each division are listed in the proposal'.
0

4.

Guidance Courses

Orientation and guidance courses should be developed specifically
for d.s. students.

The instruetlonal material and requirements

for successful completion should be consistent with d.s. student
ability.
.

D.

denoted,in the proposal.

Section V:
1.

Areas of study that these courses should include are

Placement of Stpdents in Courses

Student Assessmen,
a.

Service

All assessment activities; whether placement testinp, career

interest and aptitude testing, or fndepth diagnostic testing
ft

should initli ate from a single; centrally accessible location,

60

0

9
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preferably in the Student'Services area.
b.

One person should be charged with overseeing all aspects of
assessment, and sufficient staff should be atAilable so that
9

testing services could be obtained 'Monday through Thursday between

9:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. and on Friday from9:00 a.m. to 4:80 p.m.
c.

The use of categorical funds, such as those from AB 2670,
should be investigated as a means to support the assessment
program.

d.

Audit procedures which allow useful tracking'of both funds and
students should be developed and coordinated with the recommended
testing and instructional components of this proposal.

'2.

Placement Testing for dourSe inrallment
a.

All students gnAlling in seven or more units for the first
time should be assessed.'

b.

Any student enrolling in fewer than seven-units should be
required to providg evidence of fulfillment of skill prerequisites,
for those courses which specifically require them; placement
test scores should be used as one means of determining the,
eligibility to enroll.

c.

A review process should be developed by which students may
petition, to have placement test score requirements waived for
gdod cause.' The process should. provide the means to evaluate

the validityand reliability of professional judgment when
:44

3.

that, rather than test scores, determines placement.

Application of Course Prerequisites
a.

For all courses with implied skills prereauisites, a system
denoting levels' of sequentially diffidulLcategories of courses

61
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should. be developed, these levels being defined by their

relationship to the ladder of skills level inherent in
c&rresponding English or mathematics courses.

The level one

category would contain all courses appropriate for students
with negligible ability and skill in reading, writing or
arithmetic.

The level two category would contain all readiness

courses and other courses-appropriate for students whose reading,
writing, or arithmetic abilities and skills do not qualify them

.for placement in the next higher category, that is, thejone that
would include English 51., Matt 50 and other

graduation requAements.

courses that meet

The chart or:4page 25 illustrates this

concept.
.
.

-

For all courses relying to a substantial extent on reading,
writing, or calculating skills, skills prerequisites should be

denoted and phased in with the placement toting program during
a period of two to three years.
c.

This skills prerequisite system should be augmented to include
the use of previous courses completed with a grade of "C" or
0

better as a means to establish eligibility for entry to courses.
d.

Continual evaluation of th- placement testing program:should be
mandated for the purpose of making needed adjustments to prereq-

.

E.

uisite scores or for modifying the procedure

being used.

Section VI: .Student Progress
1.

Counseling
A requires counseling component should be developed and adopted

to assist all d.s. students who have*ifficulty progressing at a
reasonable rate.

62
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2.

Progress Probation

_

Developmental skills students whb complete a second semester of
study without qualifying for progression to the next higher level
A

of classes should be subject to progress probation procedures that
lead to disqualification and dismissal.

In determining the percentage

of courses completed, consideration should be-given tb including
courses in which D's or F's are earned in addition to other units
attempted but not completed.
F.

Credit and Credit Limitation for Developmental Skills Courses

Section
1.

Units of Credit for Developmental Skills Courses

AL_

An appropriate number of elective units of credit should be accorded

.

each d.s. course, and. the number of units should be assigned in the

traditional way asipsoribed on page 28.
0
441,,

2.

Limitations on Units-f51 Developmental Skills Study
All d.s. courses should be categorized as electives with a maximum
of nine units of these elective units applying toward the sixty

_units needed for graduation.
a

Section VIII:
1.

Developmental Skills Program Personnel,

The Need,for a 'Systematically-Coordinated Program
a.

All of the proposed components enumerated above should be
integrated to comprise a well-coordinated system of instruction
and services for
.

students.

.

4/

\.......
,

b.

To achieve a coordinated system, a proposal for management and
,
i

.

staffing is outlined for consideration and implementation.
2.

Staff Components of a Systematically Coordinated Developmental Skills
Program
The duties and responsibilities of

the proposed director /coordinator.,

SO
instructor specialists, counselor Specialists, and laboratory

paraprofessionals are enumerated in detail in this section.

9
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H.

Section IX:
Means and Method, of Implementing the Developmental Skills
Committee Proposals
1.

117

Mehns

The proposed comprehensive and coordinated program should b4,financed
initially using a combination of funds from three primary sources,
namely, categorical funds, grants, and general operation budget funds
that are redirected to the program.
these three sources are en

The ways ri..utilizing each of

erated in detail in this section.

27 Method
a.

A developmental skills implementation committee should be
established and charged with steering the three-stage implementation process that is outlined in specific detail in this
section.

b.

The membership of the D.S. Program Implementation Committee
should include, but not be limited to, the Dean of Instruction,

the Dean of Student Services, and faculty and administrative
representatives selected from the current membership of the
Developmental Skills Committee.

In the selection of the

faculty and administrative representatives from the current_
membership to the Developmental-Skills Committee, stronr consid.

eration should be given

,includinr on this Implementation

84\
Committee the administrators ofcateroridal fungi nfograms which

are called upon to support, in part,"theproposal.
c.

The duties of this proposed committee should include all the.,

Casks fenuired to completely imnlement the nroposal while
A

taking into consideration'theresponsibility of categorically
funded programs and instructional programs to Treserve program
integrity.

Tbe.specific duties an'd responsibilities of personnel

as well as the tasks suggested as appropriate for each stage of
,

64
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the threestep, phasein process are enumerated in detail
in this section.

A

I
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Appendix

I

STATUSES LEADING TO PROBATION
AND DISQUALIFICATION
.
STATUS

NI

STATUS

REGULAR.

PROBATION

Earn sem GPA
better

C

<1.75 but have cum GPA 2.00 or

Earn a sem GPA of 1.75 4. X < 2.00 with cum
GPA 4 2.00 or
Earn a sem GPA of 1. 75 < X <2.00 for two
consecutive semesters

,

PROBATION

STATUS .DEFINITION (CONSTRUCTED-)

Earn a sem GPA of tk
Earn a sem GPA of X

F

<1.75 with cum GPA< 2.00 or
<1.75 for two consecutive

semesters

IL

_

PROB CONTINUED

J

PROB CONTINUED

K

PROB SUBJ- TO DISQ

M

Be on probation and earn a sem GPA of 1.75<X<2.00
or be on probation and earn a sem GPA of<2..00
and have a cum GPA <2.00
Be on probation and earn a sem GPA
first consecutive semester
'

of <1.75 for

Earn a sem GPA of <1.75 for two consecutive
semesters or students returning after first
disqualification

./

PROB S.UBJ TO DISQ

N

Students returning after having been disquali-

f ied

two or more t imes

4

Appendix 2

THE UNDERPRUARED STUDENT
A

PROFILE/DEFINITION*.

,An underprepared ,student needing develo

ntaf skills courses and services

is one who (A) lacks the reading, communication or computation'skills

necessary for successful completion of any traditional entry level community
urse for which these skills are a stated or implied,prerequi5ite,

college

lacks the psychological and emotional characteristics necessary for

or

success

in college.

A college-level course is any course. that meets certificate of achievement,
graduation, or transfer requirements.

Ni' example of an implied prerequisite
h

is one which assumes students have the basic skills ability to either read,

write or compute at a level which provides them the opportunity to,adequately
The only exception is the diagnosed disabled

handle the course materials.

student for whom pequate, substitute means of performing can be p rov ided
and utilized.
0

Areas which include emo/ibbal or psychological characteristics that may
impair performance are:
4.
a.

Lack of motivation,
4

b.

The negative effects of life Styles,

c.

Lack of,commitment

.'d.

nd/or responsibility, and

Itil

Negative attitudes.

4
(See attached sheets).

*This position of the DeVelopmental Skills Committes was aiefreftAa4 5, 1980.The operational defiqition was Rrecisely denoted in 1981. When prog'ress.
probation policy is effected inithe 1981-82 academic year, this definition
will need to be reconsidered.
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Profile/Definition-

41.
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-

For-working pqrposes, an operati

7

al definition of,the developmental skills
'--,
-

6

ilike.student, that is, a student needing developmental skills courses and /or.
seTvices.,ii
1.

one wh

either:

,

scores below the twentieth pert tile
writing placement tests in English.]

either the reading or

Or
scores below ti.te

fiftieth percentile on the computation test in math2
or

2.

has an academic status code of E through N3
or

3.

has graduated from h'
a GPA of less than 2.00.

of within the preceding three years Witt)

I

Comparative Guidance and Placement Programs English Writtu. Expression
and Comparative'Guidance and Placement Program: Reading, Educational-Testing
1

,

Service.

2 Comparative Guidance and Placement Program:
Educational Testing Service.

Mathematics Computation,'

3 Appendix
of "Recommendations of the Developmental Skills Committee:
defines the academic status 'code categories.
Categbries f through N define
the academic conditions that'place studehts
robation subject to dismissal
for poor academic performance.
1

#

MDERPREPARED STUDENTS

EMOTIONAL AND PSYGOOLOGil CAL CHARACTERISTICS TliF MAY IMPAIR PERFORMANCE

4P

-I. lack of mot i vat ion
.,
e
.
.
. ,
A.
Goal direction may lack a- clear major or ducat ional goal ;

may be unsure about
shor't.term educational
.
..

al

al so

or 'need).

Belief in accomplishment - ;say not be- ve that they can accomp,l ish
what they want to accomplish; they have xpectations4of failure and

B.

feel helpless.

Ir

,41

C.
or-

Val ue system

D.

r

f

list) c notions of what they
Unrealistic expectations may have un
can accomplish and thereby conttibute to their own failure.
present values may give education a low

priority; A
.

.high priorities may be'fami ly, finances, friends, recreation, ctc.
I

I,.

.

.Negat i ve/ef fect of lifestyle
.

..,

A:

S...

.--

.

daily rout ine
reflects a take-it-As-i t-comes approach;
Disorganization
...
plarining and time organisation relative to sChool work are von- existent.
*

B.

-

.

,

.

.

no teal effort is made to adjust to the
...,
distraction or to eliminate .it.
.
Environmental distractions

have a history of educational failure or

C., :Pas t behaVidr pattern

inability to function satisfactorily in a competitive settin

D.

E.

Peer

group influence

Decision making

peer group domi nates

do not have necessary.

-appropriate educational der-sions.
F

I:1 I .

.

.

decisioriior.ac ivi ties.

skill

and knowle to make

he, co
l i t y -, lack informatiOn regarding
institutions, and places of comrnirce and industry:

geography,

Limi ted m o b i

,

,

Lack of commitment and respainsib-rli ty

to face)failure or be observed

Fear of commi t r i g +

A.

in

fa i 1 ure .

'

lack their-crier 'di ret t i on to follow through' on
Lack of dornMi
commitment (at ten dance, homework, etc. )
.

B.

4

xte Mal locus of *control '- do not be I isave that tFiei r own behavior

C

is responsible for `tliei r condition or situation; 'tad to shift blame
to someone else,
D.

'Inability to acte.pt physicat di f ference

consider phsis iCa1 di,fferencerer

as a d i sab i i ty .
1

(
416
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IV.

Negative attitudes,
A.

Attitude toward eduCation
have feelings of hostility toward
educational institutions and processes.

B.

Cultural bias
see the institution as not relevant to their needs
or as a threat lo their culture.

C.

Low self-concept
causes student to be shy, tniiibited, non-partici"patin9; variews fears influence behavior.

D.

Self-image
have low self-esteem which exhibits itself in shyhess :
,and in inhibited,-non-pafticipatin.g behavior; seMT by others as
being non-communicative or uninterested in education.
Free ride *- believe "the system (FCC) owes me an educatibn.
teach me if you can."

E.

40
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Appen,dix 3

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF CURRENTLY OFFERED'
SERVICES FOR THE
UNDERPREPARED STUDENT

The tutorial program serves all students at FCC
TUTORIAL CENTER SERVICES:
who want to improve their learning or test-taking skills, increase their
knowledge of a subject area, or increase their mastery of basic communication
accomplished
Instruction in the Tutorial Centel..Jor computational skills.
in Individualized Learn ing 100, Learn ing Assistance, a 0 -unit, non-graded,
open enrollment course. One section uses one-to-one tutoring whi le the
others emphasize the basic skitlsaof writing, reading, spelling, ESL speaking
In #3ddi tion
'and listening, ESL readimg ,and writing, and GED preparation.
to this course work, the Tutorial Center provides the tutorial lab components
of various 'de vel opmental skills courses including English 54AB and English 77.'
Another service of the Center is to proivide class-attached tutors for all
foreign l'Angulltge sections and, for seleckted sections in bioloy._, accounting,
data procA ess' ng, English, electronics, automotive, sociology, Ind political
Approximately 35/, of the students and 50% of ,the contact
science courses.
hours in Jnd vi dual rzed Learn ing 1.00 sect ions are at the, developmental skills
level as defined by the committee.
.

EOP&S SERVICES: The Extended Opportunity Program and Services pfoject
provides a coriprehensi ve.program'of services for disadvantaged students
These services include provi di ng
in addi t on _-to whgt the col lege provides.
students with academic A d personalcounseling, career guidance planning,
tutorial help, and financial aid assistance. Additionally, the office 'assists
with the recruit inii.of students, provi0e,s :outreach to the Native American
community, helps develop materials for cdltural studies classes, 'offers a
summer readiness program, offers S component program for ex-offenders, apd
These services are provided
provides social .services and transfer assistance.
intensively in order to insure students that they have the opportunity to both'
attend and skiccessful 1 y complete' their educational goal s.

The Enables program deals with the cognitive, affective
ENABLER SERVICES.
arid psychomotor' aspLects of'each student with a disability. .Students eligible
to take. pert in services of the Enabler program are those, who by reason of
a physical or functional limitation, cannot pursue the total eduftt ona 1 experience accorded the general 'student 4Dopul at ron without special adaptation
This may include those with feel ings of pe,rsonal inadequacy _,,D4 poor
or assistance.
A. se 1 f-concept as weld as those with a physical disability, a learn ing disabi ii ty
chronic illnesses,.an, inabilitv to function satisfactorily in a competitive work
setting, a lack of goal gri en tat ion , a lack of a sense .of commitment, an inability
i trle confidence in their academic abilities, and/or a history
to relate to others,
The Enabler program attempts to instill and reinof poor educational achievement.
el igible students the characteristic °foe] f -re 1 i ance,. tor overcoming
force in
th the i r career
Students are jassigned a counse lor.,who helps them with
1 imi tat ions:
planning and course selection. Full 'use is made of existing college programs.
However, when called for, Enabler personnel provide students additional
instruction and intensive personal attention.
assistance through special
,

1

.
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'

EXTtNDED FAMILY SERVICES:
(not available after 5-30-80). The Extended Family
Program provides in- depth-- academic, vocational, and personal counseling in
order to give students support and encouragement which shows them that the i.n,titutior cares about them.
Modalities used include peer counseling, career
education processingagachievement and interest testing, guest speakers presentatilos, group desensitization, individual education planning, and values clarification.
Students are not told what to do with, their lives but are made aware
of the range of opportunities available to them for achieving their objectives.
Currently, this program is categorically funded with future funding undetermined
at this time!

4

^

MATHEMATICS LAB SERVICES
The Math Lab makes available tutorial assistance
and diagnostic .testing Service to all mathematics students. Additionally,
various courses and course components are offered through the/ aboratory.
One of thesis Math 70L, a course designed for the underpre pt.)red 5tudel and
taught qiltirely in the laboratory.
In this course students are first tested
-to determine their level of instructional need and then allowed to complete
one to tnree units of work through the independent study process.
'COUN,S.ELING CENTER SERVICES.

11,

a.,

-,

eer Counseling.
This function involves helping*students choose
r`goals and s lect approprbete courses.
ROated activities
lill1111,11;
-Inc
ude exploring interests and abilities, gL/Ing interest and
aptitude tests and interpreting. the results, providing information,
arid evaluating progress.
It
..

-.

... 4..

1

b.

--

.

Personal Problems Counseling. .This function in olves assistirfg %
.students with the clarification and identifica ion of their
problems.
it includes the processes of Hs-ten ng to and showing
understanding and support of students, sugg
ing possible courses
of ac.tion, provio4ng information, making.refe
al's, and conducting
progress evaluations and follow-ups.
,
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